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Abbas Ahmed, Section Supervisor (Karachi)
Muhammad Fahad, Section Supervisor Sub D (Peshawar)
Mushtaq Ahmed, Section Supervisor Sub D (Abbottabad)
Arif Ali Kazmi, Category Manager (Head Office)
Sadaf Saad, Head IT (Head Office)
Ali Javed Cheema, Section Supervisor (Sialkot)
Ahsan Mirza, Accounting Supervisor (Islamabad)
Imran Shah Khan, Section Supervisor (Muzaffarabad)
Kailash Lohana, Section Manager (Hyderabad)

Congratulations to
Sadia Abdul Khaliq
(Brand ManagerWella, Head Office)
on having a baby
boy!

Farewell!
Shakaib Arsalan, Section Supervisor (Islamabad)
Muhammad Mushtaq, District Manager (Islamabad)
Rashid Maqsood, Section Manager (Faisalabad)
Tariq Mahmood Zafar, Section Supervisor (Jaranwala)
Shoaib Ali Khan, Admin Officer (Head Office)
Syed Muhammad Raza Haider, Section Supervisor (Chakwal)
Naeem Bashir, Unit Manager (Faisalabad)
Hussain Ali, CSL Supervisor (Wah Cantt)
Waqas Mahmood Qureshi, Warehouse Supervisor (Islamabad)
Sajid Iqbal, Branch Manager (Gujranwala)
Asim Riaz, Section Supervisor (Kasur)
Mazhar Javed, Section Supervisor (Peshawar)
Ifrah Saqib, Section Manager MM (Islamabad)
Tooba Sohail, Section Manager (Karachi)

Vacancies
Regional Manager, Karachi/Multan
District Manager, Islamabad
Unit Manager Sub D, Lahore
Branch Manager, Hyderabad/Gujranwala
CSL Supervisor, Quetta
Section Manager, Multan/Faisalabad
Assistant Manager Procurement & Purchase, Karachi
Section Supervisor, Sargodha/Jaranwala/Chakwal/
Islamabad

Congratulations to
the following for
getting married this
month:
Muhammad Asad
Nazeer (CSL
Supervisor,
Burewala),
Farzand Ali (Section
Supervisor Sub D,
Hyderabad )

Vacancies
Section Supervisor Sub D,
Pir Mahal/Mirpurkhas
Officer Administration,
Head Office
Sales Representative, Karachi
Korangi, F.B Area, Multan,
Peshawar, Islamabad,
Faisalabad, Lahore

AbuDawood Highlights
Team Wella celebrated the 2nd Anniversary of Wella Academy by
organizing quite an interactive event for bloggers and salon
customers in order to introduce external stakeholders to the
Academy. Moreover, all the females in the Head office were
invited for hair treatment services to allow them to experience
the System Professionals range.
The crowd enjoyed amazing hair treatments with pampering
services where brand talkability was the main focus to keep
everybody engaged. Bloggers were invited and had been
introduced to Wella Professional products; they thoroughly
enjoyed the occasion and were excited to write about Wella
experience at the Academy. The event was covered by media Mag and Samaa channel, salon owners like Shazia from Rukayyas,
Amber, Mehjabeen, Hima from Mirrors, Rizwana from Zara's
attended the event and were proud to talk highly about the
brand!
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AbuDawood Highlights

At Abudawood Pakistan, women are seen to have achieved great success. The fact that half the
Lead Team members are Women – a balance that is maintained consciously and confidently –
speaks volumes about how highly women are valued here.
Although respect and value for the women working with Abudawood Pakistan is strictly
ingrained in the culture, the celebration of Women’s Day this year was a first. ADP celebrated
the day with great enthusiasm and went all out to make it special for the ladies. All the female
employees received customized branded wallets with a special note, along with a grand
celebration involving décor, cake, and snacks at the Head Office. Women across the
organization were surprised and overwhelmed with the gesture and felt it was a beautiful way
to encourage and honor their efforts.
The whole office was aesthetically adorned with balloons and ribbons. In the afternoon, there
was a cake cutting ceremony where Nudret Butt and Nael Ahmed gave speeches highlighting
the significance of women in our lives and particularly in our workplace. Nudret Butt, an
epitome of women empowerment, reminded us that Islam empowered Muslim women way
before women’s day was celebrated. Our GM Nael Ahmed, an ardent supporter of diversity in
the workplace, expressed his views too by appreciating all the women in his life.
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HR STATISTICS
People on-boarded

Internal Movements

Management

7

Non-Management

46

21

Interviews conducted

Referral Rewards

Management

93

Non-Management

63

8

Average Time Spent (hours)

7.65

ISLAMABAD

6.34

KARACHI

7.70

8.31

Eldest employee
LAHORE

Syed Munawar Akhtar
Sales Representative
DOB: 1st August, 1958

MULTAN

Disciplinary Summary

No. of employees
who completed 8
years

11
4

5
1

SHOW CAUSE TERMINATION DISMISSAL

CAUTION

1
SEVERANCE

162

What’s the BUZZ in CLD?
Upcoming Events (March 2017)
7 Habits
Islamabad

MS Excel
Islamabad

Coaching in the
workplace
Multan

SUB D School SAP SD Module
Islamabad/Lahore
Karachi

Highlights of February
Health, Safety and Environment - Multan
This program was specifically organized to inculcate the idea of maintaining a healthy,
clean and safe work environment which is conducive for working. Utilizing the expertise
of our facilitators namely Umer Saeed-RM Lahore, Muhammad Aamir-DM Sub-D and
Somaya Mokhtar SM-Islamabad. A team of capable managers from Multan were
selected for the training and they have been assigned on a mission to be responsible for
HSE of their respective locations.

“The session on HSE was an exemplary one, consisting of a handful of information with practical
implication for the betterment of oneself and society. It successfully communicated the idea of “HSE,
as a lifestyle”. Activities kept all the participants engaged and facilitators were excellent in delivering
the idea.”
Shahzada Waqas, CSL Supervsior

SAP-MM Module - Islamabad
SAP expertise is an important area that we strategically focused on this year to increase
the number of BPE's & CCE's from all relevant departments across Pakistan.
Muhammad Muzammil-BM and Adnan Ghazi-BM were our facilitators who developed
and conducted a very thorough session that was highly appreciated by all 11
participants. All 11 participants have been made SAP MM BPE back-ups and are now
given various challenging queries to work on.
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What’s the BUZZ in CLD?
Sales School- Islamabad
We have introduced Van simulation, titled as TAW Van Journey as part of our Sales
School. This is a board game that is based on the route of an SR that targets various
critical learnings based on sales fundamentals. The journey starts with inventory of
goods and time and has a number of stores along the way. The participants plan the
route and sales as per the demand given for the stores. They face several hurdles that are
based on real-life scenarios. This simulation is designed to help sales people think
through a lot of real-time decisions they make under different circumstances with
customers and their impact in the light of our sales fundamentals. This session was
conducted in Islamabad by Saad Baig and co-facilitated by Imad Ullah Khan-UM,
Muhammad Aamir-DM, Chaudry Bilal-UM and Atika Imtiaz-CLD BP.
.

“Sales School was a properly structured training session with an amazing balance between
interaction, learning and implementation. My favorite part of the training was the game in the end as
we got to implement all our learnings in it through critical thinking, competition and team work. Also
the food was great!.“
Sheikh Aqeel Ahsan, Section Manager

MS- Excel – Multan & Karachi
MS-Excel is one of the most critical and useful tools we use to enhance the efficiency of
our work. We have developed Muneeb Ghufran as our specialized Excel Facilitator and
he has successfully began deploying these sessions pan-Pakistan so that our managers
can maximize the use of it by learning various tips to improve their Data Analytics
including macros, pivot reports and dashboards.

“MS Excel Training helped me to make my files more presentable, flawless and easy to understand.
Moreover this training really helped me to save time by using different formulas and techniques. I
would like to thank CLD team for giving us such opportunity.”
Usman Anwar Chughtai, Accounting Supervisor
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Teamwork leads to dream work
TOP PERFORMING UNIT OF THE MONTH
MEET THE TEAM

LAHORE MM

FEBRUARY ’17 IYA: 115%

Majid Sheikh, UM
Mr. Follow up
Junaid Ahmad, SS
Chilly Billy
Ali Hassan, SS
Xiphoid The Talwar

Islamabad MM
IYA 111%
Multan HFS
IYA 105 %

Haider Nawab, SM
Space Shuttle Booked

2
3 1

Lahore MM
IYA 115%

Zahra Shahadat, MT (MM)
Spice & Everything Nice
Ijaz Ali, SR
Happy all the way

Introduce your team:

M. Ajmal, SR
Mr. Calculated

INVINCIBLES

Kamran Rehmat, SR
I’ve got the money

How did you do it (Success story):
Through hard work and constant follow up, you can
achieve all your goals. Aligning the entire LMM team on
the same grounds lead to the success of our mutual
efforts. This is not the end. We are also nationally the
top Unit in Duracell in overall Pakistan, in both Active
Coverage and Volume.

Saleem Sajjid, SR
TDP Booster
M. Zeeshan, SR
Stock Position
M. Awais, SR
Chilled out
Hannan Ahsan, SR
Araam se aunga, Araam
se jaunga

Mohsin Ali, SR
Blue 2 Missionary
Wasim Akram, SR
Mere pass Alfatah hai,
Tumhare pass kya hai?
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What is the biggest challenge in your unit:
Executing maximum orders on the busiest of the days.

Tip of the Spear
TOP PERFORMING SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Saeed Malik
Sales Representative - Spot Sell,
Quetta
IVT 196

Q- How do you feel?
I feel every good. I want to thank Abudawood for providing me with this opportunity
where I was able to prove myself. It was quite unexpected but no doubt I had put in a
lot of effort.
Q- How would you describe yourself?
I am a hard worker and a very pleasant personality. I enjoy life to the fullest because
each moment is precious. I love reading about current affairs. I love to teach kids in
my family.
Q- What is your most funny habit?
I love making jokes with my peers.
Q- What is the best thing someone has said to you?
My father told me something great. He said everything passes; good and bad times
both. What is important is how you spend it.
Q- What motivates you?
When I get up I know I have to prove myself. In my siblings I am behind and I want to
change that. Also, I want a bright future for my kids and that highly motivates me.
Q-If you could meet anyone, who would you like to meet and why?
I would want to meet the Big Boss, Nael Ahmed.
Q- What are your aspirations in this position?
I want to rise in ADP. I want to be a level 17 some day, Insah’Allah.
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Inam Ur
Rehman

Musadiq
Ahmed

SR- Spot Sell
Wah Cantt
IVT 192

SR- Spot Sell
Rawalpindi
IVT 166

Featured Initiative
Continuous improvement in Direct Bank Deposit at Okara
In order to encourage employees to take initiatives that look beyond the
requirements of one's own job to offer suggestions for improvements of
organizational operations, Mr. Zainul Abiden, a CSL Supervsior in Okara has
been selected for the Featured Initiative of the month.
He has implemented a few practices that have helped improve the DBD at
Okara which was 48% till the first quarter of FY 2014-15 and closed at 83% by
2014-15. Then they gradually started improving this KPI as they were getting
positive results of continuous follow-ups with the team and closed FY 201516 with 98% DBD and in FY 2016-17 maintained it at 96% till December
closing.
The following factors played pivotal role in improving Okara’s DBD:
Early invoicing:
One-day prior invoicing is a routine practice in Okara i.e. processing SR’s orders and printing
invoices one day prior to shipment except days when TPR’s are planned and implemented.
This practice helps improve our HFS van timings.
Optimizing loads:
Planning shipments after invoicing i.e. dividing loads of whole-sale bills, shuffling the load of
one SO to another if the second one’s supply is less in value to optimize our loads for efficient
execution.
Hourly Follow-ups:
Calling our SO’s after every hour to confirm status of collections/payments and in case of any
anomaly, if required contacting CBD as well. Follow-ups are critical to avoid 11th hour
hiccups.
CBD’s involvement:
CBD’s involvement is mandatory in case of pricing issues with the customers. In most of the
cases SOs directly engage with SRs for problem resolution and in few cases senior
management is involved for timely resolution.

Contact numbers of bank officials:
An official list of bank’s head office numbers had been shared by Irfan Ali Mughal. It is very
helpful especially in case of unforeseen circumstances i.e. cashier denying deposit due to
small denominations, early bank closures etc. SOs are directed to contact those numbers
immediately and in 99% cases problems are directly resolved by SOs.
Personal Relationship with banking staff:
Last but not the least, we maintain good relationship with bank staff especially with Branch
Managers which always pays off.
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Vantage Point
Stress Management

It may seem like there’s nothing you can do about stress. The bills won’t
stop coming, there will never be more hours in the day, and your work
and family responsibilities will always be demanding. But you have a lot
more control than you might think. In fact, the simple realization that
you’re in control of your life is the foundation of stress management.
Stress management is all about taking charge: of your lifestyle, thoughts,
emotions, and the way you deal with problems. Lets see what
Muhammad Haroon, National Sales Manager has to say on this.
Q- Sales is considered one of the most stressful jobs. How do you overcome stress in your
role?
Everyone feels stress at some point in their life. As we grow older and begin to accept more and more
responsibility in our lives, the potential for stress and stressful situations grows. To maintain work life
balance is very important in sales. When high stress becomes a way of life, vacations and time off
are quick fixes. Stress and satisfaction often comes from the work and family. I would suggest
to take the following steps:
 Know how to prioritize, delegate responsibility. These skills maximize work efficiency and
represent the reduced-stress route to getting a job done.
 To reduce stress, you must engage in activities that counter it. Take up a hobby or an
exercise and stick with it. Know how to relax and play.
 Breathing and physical exercise greatly help reduce stress.
Q- Stress is key for survival, but too much stress can be detrimental. How can one
distinguish between good stress and bad stress?
If you are under stress, it is often very difficult to determine whether it is good stress or bad stress. It is
very difficult to make blanket statements, because we as individuals react to different situations in a
unique way.
Good stress is a type of mild stress that people experience on a regular basis. It is necessary because it
inspires them to complete a given task or goal . Bad stress manifests itself in a chronic or ongoing stress
that begins to hinder your everyday life and stops you from completing tasks that you need to
undertake. There are multiple reasons why we might start to experience bad stress. As a
sales professional common reason is Sales target delivery. One must be able to identify when stress is
good or bad and learn to overcome accordingly.
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